miji concert 66 / by audience
it's not possible to hold miji concert in april, 2020 in the form as we planned. we have
take this quarantine restriction as a chance. we have invited some friends to compose
for the audiences (literally). you are welcome to perform by and for yourself. if
possible you can also organize your own concert.
pls try to record the performance. using smart phone, recorder or any means. pls set a
high quality if possible (for instance sample rate on 48khz, wav format). taking video
is also fine.
send to subjam@gmail.com. we will forward to the artists.
this file will be updated every few days.
everyday there will be work(s) by one composer be published in facebook group:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/miji66/
zhu wenbo's performance recordings:
https://zhuwenbo.bandcamp.com/album/miji-66
other performance recordings:
https://subjamlabel.bandcamp.com/album/miji-concert-66-recordings
for more information of miji concert and sub jam pls visit: subjam.org

Zhu Wenbo: HALF
-- a special version for audience, to play for self
Use two fingers pressing the ears. Do it hard, and sustain for a time.
Leave fingers and open the ears, for a time, which should be half, or twice, or same
length with the former “closing ear time”.
Repeat this process to end. Total time is 20 mins. Timer is necessary.

and an advertisement - Beijing based cassette label Zoomin’ Night (run by Zhu
Wenbo) started a compilation project for no-music-background-people, which is still
in continuing. Welcome to send your own recordings to Zhu:
zoominnight@gmail.com

ryoko akama: on and off (2018)

ryoko akama: reaction (2020)

for solo or any number of performers
with any continuous tone(s) you can make, adjusted to the environmental level
1 find one or two noises you hear continuously or sporadically around you
2 begin your tones

- in extremely lower dynamic when you see something moving in the space you are
performing at.

- in extremely high dynamics you hear any noise, apart from your tone in the space
you are performing at.
Play each of your tone till the end of decay softly and moderately.
Continue till you are bored and want to do something else.

She works with installations and sounds who approaches listening situations that
magnify silence, time and space. Her work engages with mundane objects and
invisible energies such as magnetism and gravity, employing small and fragile objects
in order to create tiny aural and visual occurrences that embody ‘almost
nothing’ aesthetics. She also composes text scores and performs a diversity of
alternative scores. She co-curates ame and co-runs the independent publisher mumei
publishing and melange edition.
http://ryokoakama.com/amespace.uk
http://www.mumeipublishing.com/
http://www.melangeedition.com/
www.ryokoakama.com
info@ryokoakama.com

Kevin Corcoran: Shanzhai

Using the Sub Jam video channel (https://vimeo.com/subjam) as an archive of past
Miji concerts, identify a performer you wish to copy for a certain instrument
technique or a certain gesture or body movement.
Copy this technique or movement repeatedly until it feels natural for you, no longer
belonging only to the performer you first encountered it through but to your own
language.

Kevin Corcoran: Boundary Objects
In sociology, a boundary object is a thing used in different ways by different
communities.
Apply this definition to a selection of mundane household items turning them into
musical objects acoustic or amplified. Improvise for any duration.
If you have means to amplify with microphones, consider another definition of the
boundary object as that creating a physical boundary which interferes with or shapes
the ambient sound in your environment. Make field recordings with microphones
inserted inside or attached to household objects changing them into listening devices.

Kevin Corcoran works with percussion and field recording and sometimes
electronics.
Based in San Francisco, California, he improvises, arranges sounds and collaborates
across disciplines and borders.
kevincorcoran.net
editionstympanum.bandcamp.com

Craig Pedersen: June 12/19

Craig Pedersen: June 13, 19 (?)

Mystery & Wonder
Craig Pedersen

https://mwrecs.com/
https://www.craigpedersen.com/

Sound of the Mountain

https://www.soundofthemountain.com/

admin@craigpedersen.com

Antoine Beuger: now is the moment to learn hope (2017)
“Now is the moment to learn hope.
Now, when there seems so little ground for hope;
Now, when refugees and migrants are drowning in the sea;
Now, when racism and fascism are surging in Europe and North America and elsewhere;
Now, when even to mention hope seems like a sick joke or an insult to millions and millions of
young
people who face a life of unemployment, or sometimes worse ‐‐ employment!
Now is the time to learn hope …
not just to hope that everything will be alright.
But to learn hope …
hope as a way of thinking that opens paths to a different world.”
John Holloway, Now is the Moment to Learn Hope,
public address at the Rediscovering the Radical Conference, Liverpool, 2016

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VxKXd5BjchI

inspired by and dedicated to erik carlson

playing
one
sound
caringly
daringly
over
and
over
again
and
again
in
wondering
pondering
communion
trustingly
not knowing
how
and
when
to end

© edition wandelweiser 2017
catalogue number ew 01.187

Jun-y Ciao: Performance for Online as a Channel of Communication

John Wilton: Serial Work IV

Be before a computer.
Check email.

John Wilton: Serial Work IV.i

Think about being before a computer.
Think about checking email.

yan jun: 3 x 7 (2020)

performer: everyone present
set smartphone on flight mode. set camera not on mute while taking photo. set loudest
volume for the phone.
in darkness.
take a photo each 3 minutes. 7 times total.
don't use clock. neither time by counting heartbeats.

yan jun: there is a point once you are over it you will never return (2020)

for any number of performer
boil an egg. put it into cold water for a while. hold it in hand.
it will turn warmer and warmer.
once it start turning colder, peel and eat it.

christian kesten: miji symphony
for private performance

wash your hands carefully. listen. discover the sounds.
dry your hands. listen.
close your ears with the flat palms of your hands. listen.
while keeping the palms on your ears, move your fingers slowly and softly freely in
the air.
listen.
still with palms on ears, change your breathing gently in depth and rhythm. listen.
play with changing the pressure of your palms onto your ears. listen.
circle your palms on your ears with a gentle friction. listen.
remove your palms from your ears. touch your ears gently with the tips of your
fingers from all sides. explore. listen.
remove your hands gently from your ears. let them rest. listen to the sounds in your
ears.
listen to the sounds around you.
wash your hands carefully. listen. discover new sounds.
dry your hands. listen.

april 7, 2020, berlin.
mailto:post@christiankesten.de
http://christiankesten.de

Anzi: Stay Home

Online (phone) talking with one of your friends about her (his) daily-life during the
Stay Home period, the conversation can include her (his) thinking about the pandemic
issue. Please let the conversation be conducted within 20 minutes and record the
sound when you are talking.
At the beginning of the chat, interviewer and interviewee can introduce where you are,
whom do you live with during this Stay Home period, additionally, please describe
your room and the scene (landscape) outside your window.
The other questions leave to interviewer, no requirements here.

mail: 1248769367@qq.com

Philip Corner: The Meaning of Life

Philip Corner: #181 (from) Piano's Pieces (or) gamelan MurMur

the counting voice keeps time
with eight octaves, slowly
descending notes (octaves on the piano) punctually in descending scale
(other interval conceivable)
plays the instrument on the last beat.
ideal for private meditation.
but in public try to bringing the public.
that counter beat could also be claps.
if instruments are double, and more,
yet always in strict unison rhythm and pitch wise.

Sun Yizhou: Bat Music NO.2
You need to work with your family, or you have multiple devices and apps (e.g.
WeChat) that you can use to make group calls, at least two, and at most nine.
steps：
Turn on the ringtone and volume and set up a group chat with the devices.
WeChat group chat group call function, calls connected to multiple devices.
When the call starts, bring the devices close to each other to generate feedback,
The distance, the space, the volume will have different effects.
(for example: press the phone's built-in speakers against each other, and the feedback
speed and volume will increase.)
Do not restrict the operation of the musicians. You can do this without actively
changing your voice. And you can also 'cough' into your phone, or play with family
and friends.
No time limit.

Sun Yizhou
Occasionally a musician, and occasionally a composer; Occasionally it's music, or
it's not.
sun_yizhou@126.com

Che Qianzi: Berries NonPercussion

abstract here: a berry contains tar.
no beard,
but razor
need a handful of age for keeping armpit hair.
"not to
be sure" tune;
"not to deny"
delight to be juicy and trim
triangle, sure.
or break stick to two,
to two legs run to west
and east.
not drum
of encouraged gong.
not nuclear blackmail
of black walnut!
not nut. not worth
to abstract here simply traditional,
not as sex
uality of fish, but use ability of swimming

of mating of fish for abstrrr act here.
abstract: are you on tree?
point of abstract: do not abstract understandable music or.
therefore no hole: be drowned in half cup of,
other than choke-kill the sun-no-set in one cup.
prohibit abstracting ego here,
for sure also prohibit abstracting the other here.
and you.
"easily
rotting."
reneging, coughing, people who contracts respiratory disease and who has
complicated facial sign, and combat effectiveness
in quarantine
kiwi fruits
huckleberries
goji berrries
melberries
(not southern clowns, they northern artists
keep sliced thick wet
bacon in the
accordion.
but also prohibit figs, fade-in-caves,

and faking love.
(so make sure as fat as no waist)
but also prohibit fat gut.
and, prohibit fat gut hitting
and korean waist drum in it.
(april 3, 2020; beijing)

Wakana Ikeda: piece for the place

for a number of players
this piece uses azimuth magnet.
if you don't have one, make sure you know the approximate azimuth on the map.
set up the azimuth magnet in the center of the space, and align this score.
you follow the instructions.
you can move freely.
no.2 Pan
this piece does not have to be played in a serious.
but it can also be played in a serious way. it's all up to the imagination.
for the most part discretely.
very quiet or very loud or...

14th April 2020

Sven-Åke Johansson: Miller potp. (1968)

This piece can be played by 1-5 persons. it can be repeated as many times as you like.
A speaks 1-10 and then 10-1.
B - E repeats the row.
Go from side 1 to 4.
Repeat each side 2 times.
“Play” = use any instrument
or/and
played by 4 persons.
Side 1-4 go along as the sheet says…
A to B to C to D to E
no repeat
“Play” = use any instrument.

Ake: Rhythm-Pacing

· in any space, set a walking route ( line or circle) in advance.
· walk this route repeatedly (if it’s not long enough) for 30 minutes (by check the
time).
· walkers can be one or more than one person (start side by side if it’s more than one
person ).
· walkers walk in their natural and comfortable way, with any shoes.

Anne-F Jacques: Pieces for domestic waste and objects

1- Paper (any kind: newspaper, advertisement, printing paper... at least 5 sheets)
2- Pencils (at least 3)
3- Styrofoam (one large sheet or block)
Gather the materials. If you have the materials for only one or two of the pieces,
that's ok, play these ones.
Each piece can be played by one or many people at the same time.
If possible, record your actions with your telephone or any type of recorder, very
close to the objects. I would be very happy to receive the recording.
1- Paper (sitting at a table or desk)
One by one, crumple a piece of paper very tightly, put it on the table, then crumple
another one. Put each new crumpled paper close to or on top of the previous one. Do
that quickly.
When you have finished, approach your ear to the pile of paper and listen to them
unfold.
When they have completely stopped moving, take them one by one, flatten them and
put them in a pile, like at the beginning.
2- Pencils (sitting at a table or desk)
Place the pencils side by side on the table in front of you, so that one end of the
pencils hang over the edge.
With the fingers of both hands, do the following actions in any order, and repeat as
you want:
- raise the top of the pencils and let them drop on the table
- make them roll
- change their position
- let one drop on the floor

3- Styrofoam (standing up)
balance the piece of styrofoam on your 10 fingertips. move your two hands away
from the center, towards the edges, and then back, by in turns lifting some fingers and
putting them further, as if the fingers were walking. vary the speed.

Andrew Fedorovitch: piece 1. 2020

find a living organism, like a tree or blade of grass
sing a song to them, or tell them a poem

Andrew Fedorovitch: piece 2. 2020

sing a song or tell a poem to your neighbour without them knowing

Andrew Fedorovitch: piece 3. 2020

assuming you have them –
listen to the floor and
listen to the ceiling,
just as they listen to your body

Andrew Fedorovitch: piece 4. 2020

wash your hands (for 20 seconds at least)
and then hear them drying

He Zi: Misgiving

He Zi, a young boy from Suzhou, China

Xiang: The world we see every day is nothing but what we represent (2020)

Prepare a piece of paper and a pen
Try to write down every sound you are hearing
Read them aloud after writing
Always take your time

Xiang
A classifier for noises. She lives in Chengdu. Her work focuses on field recording,
electronics, improvisation/composition with object/body, performance based on
auditory exploration.
xiang.bandcamp.com

Li Chaolin: You Are Here But It's Clear You Are Just Salt And Shadow

You need: yourself, a lot of salt, a well-lit place, times you can kill with.
If you are alone, find a comfortable way to sit-down or squat (you probably need to
stay still for a while). Then find your shadow, adjust it to your preferred angle, then
use the salt to cover your shadow.
If you are two people or more, you can fill each other's shadow with salt. You can
also choose to fill the shadow of the object as you like.
Try to sprinkle the salt as evenly as possible. Better to choose a good salt container
which is easier to control. Gently leave when your shadow is filled. If possible, keep
the shadow salted in its place for a while. Don’t bother its shape.
When you feel about the right time. Collect the salt and seal it in a jar. (note where the
shadow comes from with date, or not )
Recording:
Use your mobile phone, camera, voice recorder or any tools to record the whole
process. It would be our great pleasure if you are willing to share with us.
Enjoy the salt!

bio: am i my bike or my plastic bag?
link: https://vimeo.com/user83976721

Martijn Tellinga: _positions,
for those involved_
copyright 2012/2020

These are instructions for a performance by listeners.
The performance can be done by any number of listeners, individually or
collectively at one site or synchronised between a number of sites.
A performance site can be indoors or outdoors, is somewhat quiet and environmental
sound is part of its presence.
It is necessary to be able to freely move around.
A private performance can happen at any moment at any place suitable.
A synchronised performance happens in a coordinated manner between different
sites (starting and ending simultaneously).

Dear listener(s),
Set a duration for your performance, 20 minutes or more
For the set duration you are invited to listen as attentively as you can to all sounds in
and around you.
Listen to how they interact. Consider everything you hear.
You are encouraged to whistle, hum or to move to another position as a response to
certain listening experiences you might have.
If or when to produce a sound (or not) or to move (or not) is up to your discretion, but
when you do only act consciously and on a clear experience of any of the following;
1. when sounds seem to evoke each other
2. when a change of focus or awareness in your listening occurs
3. when you hear all sounds clearly, and all are equally important

When in doubt or without these experiences, remain still....
Allow for silences during your performance -just listen and don't act- .
Only one sound or move per response. When you whistle or hum, fully exhale to end
your sound.
Your sounds should be quiet, simple and static (no sudden changes of tone, loudness,
etc.).
When you move, do it quietly and carefully.
Thank you for your performance
Martijn Tellinga

Axel Dörner: composition for audience

choose 5 favorite sounds in the place where you are.
(it can be for example turning on running water, switching on a coffee machine, or
you can sing, whistle, or crumpling paper…try to find out which sounds you like in
the place where you are. the only thing is that it shouldn´t come from a speaker.)
put your phone on alarm (flight mode, with sound, no vibration) in 11 min and put it
in a closed box (or bag) so that you hardly can hear it when it will ring.
in these 11 min you can play 0 - 5 sounds you did choose (so it´s also possible not to
play at all).
each sound should last maximum 90 seconds, it can also be shorter. within the 90
seconds you can also repeat the sound, after 90 seconds latest you have to stop with
the sound you are playing at this moment, then you can play the next sound or wait a
little bit. when to start each of your sounds is up to you.
independently from playing the sounds after 5 minutes after the beginning of the piece
open the window and close it again two minutes later.
playing the piece should be done without a clock or any kind of counting, so try to
feel the durations of 90 seconds, 5 minutes, 2 minutes and the total time of 11 minutes.
when the phone will ring in the closed box and it happens that you hear it, you have to
take it out and switch it off, this will the be end of the piece, no matter if you are at a
different point in your interpretation. if you don´t hear the alarm of the phone you just
end the piece on your own and then take the phone out of the box and switch the
alarm off.

Ben Glas : Score for Memory Palace

find a comfortable seating position.
a position in which you rest easy.
become comfortable.
close your eyes.
in your mind, construct a space.
this space could be a space you know,
or it could be a space unknown to you.
with your mind's eye,
observe the space.
trace the space.
become familiar with this space.
make it yours.
imagine a tone in your space.
what kind of tone is it?
in what object does it originate?
place this tone in your space.
remember where you have placed it.
imagine a rhythm in your space.
what kind of a rhythm is it?
is it fast?
is it slow?
what object makes this rhythm?
place this rhythm in your space.
remember where you have placed it.
imagine a new tone in your space.

what kind of tone is it?
what object makes this sound?
place this tone in your space.
remember where you have placed it?
with your mind's eye
imagine yourself in your space now.
move, as you like,
through the space
to the various sound objects
you have constructed.
compose your perception
by moving freely
through your space.
what do you hear?

how does your movement
or stasis
in your space
affect your inner experience?

when you are ready,
open your eyes
and come back to your present space.
coda:
remember,
you may always come back to your constructed space
and listen in on your subjective composition.

Ben Glas: 24 Hour Composition

(Tuning:)
Upon awakening,
sit quietly for a moment.
Consider how you want to tune your self.
How do you want to play today?
Which tuning is best for your improvisations?
Will you attempt to harmonize
with your symphonic environments?
Or will you actively seek tonal frictions?
Or perhaps you will live atonally,
improvising with each tonal context?
After picking your mode of tuning, consider your desired time signature.
(Time signature:)
What will your time signature be?
Will you adopt a fast pace?
Or a slow pace?
Or perhaps you will be polyrhythmic today,
improvising with each rhythmic context?
How will you divide each movement of the day?
Will you divide the composition into
hours?
half-hours?
quarter-hours?
minutes?
seconds?
moments?
or all of the above?

(Improvising:)
As you go about your day,
come back to your fundamentals.
Listen carefully for the harmonies
and dissonances of other improvisers
in the symphony around you.
Take note of your tuning
and of your tempo.
How have they changed?
Are you harmonising with the greater symphony?
Or are you off by a few cents?
Is there a use to the friction?
Are you on beat?
Or are you off by a count or two?
Is there a use to being offbeat?
Remember silence as a strong contrast.
Use it if needed.
Repeat this movement as many times as you would like.
(Coda:)
And at the end of your day,
before you lay to rest,
consider your score.
Where did your harmonies
and or dissonances thrive?
Where might they have fallen short?
Were you playing accompaniment to the greater symphony?
Or were you performing a drawn out solo?
Were you keeping time and making the most of it?
Is the arch of your score a large crescendo?

Or is it a series of sonnets?
Perhaps it was composed of high energy variations?
Or maybe it is a dynamic mix of all of the above?
What will your score look like tomorrow?
(Applause:)
Assimilate the score you’ve performed
and allow the other improvisers of the world to make their compositions,
while you offer silence and your ears.

Short bio:
Ben Glas (b. 1992) is an experiential composer based in Berlin. Through ephemeral
compositions Glas' work questions preconceived notions between the acts of passive
hearing and active listening. In seeking to discover open ended forms of music and
pragmatic listening perspectives, Glas' compositions focus on the realms of subjective
perception and cognition, via the use of acoustics, psychoacoustics, text and space as
tools for sonic composition.
www.thankyouforyourunderstanding.com

Mattin: To the audience

Sing a tone from the beginning of the concert.
If you are in a good mood, sing a high tone.
If you are in a bad or low mood, sing a low tone.
You can change tone at any time.
Take your time.
Breathe.
Do not force the singing.
Reflect throughout the concert,
either aloud or internally,
and if your mood changes,
change the tone accordingly.
After an hour have a group conversation about
the concert and everybody’s mood.
The concert ends when everybody has spoken.

Score for Beijing, 16 April 2020, Berlin
Mattin, Anti-Copyright

Li Weisi: Transform

1, Prepare two things:
A, Material which could be cut by tools like scissors, paper knives, or any sharpen
blades, for example a piece of paper, rag, or plastic bag. Size should be around about
an A4 paper’s size. The density of this material could be various.
B, A tool like scissor or knife that could cut your material. The size of this tool could
be various.
2, Use your tool, transform your material into pieces which size around 1cm x 1cm.
Record the sound of the completely process, or 15 mins sound at most.

Takako Suzuki & Pär Thörn : Stereo Translation ''Natura''
(from a part of performance piece ''Blind-Tisch'' 2014 in Berlin)
1. Listen the original swedish text on the sound-file:
http://www.subjam.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/naturatilltakako-1.mp3
2. Try to read the english/chinese text in same time with the original text. For that you
need to rehearse for a couple of times:
http://www.subjam.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/NaturaCN20.pdf
3. When you feel sure with your part, you play with the original text with stereo
system/each voice comes out from each speaker or simply with your voice infront of
your computer.
4. If you are able to recording it and would like to present it, please send it to us as
well. We will be happy to receive & listen it.
tokiudon@aol.com
per_thorn@yahoo.se

The Poem ''Natura'' is 17th capital of ''The red room''(1879) by August Strindberg
which Pär Thörn made out of it in alphabetic order, in total 29 capitals from the
original book. -”Röda rummet (alfabetisk)” 2010
Have a Fun!

bruno duplant：this room is your field

for four very quiet players
A–B–C–D
players will take place in the room as follows :

after some silence A will start to play (and will also conclude it)
each player will play several sequences (5 or 10 seconds) with long pauses between
in the order they will choose
there will be silence
A/B/C & D
will play imagining being outside in the field
all sounds have to be truly low, continuous and/or repetitive
they will all take care about each other, trying to answer in tone and discreet sound
level
with a certain melancholy

during the piece, they will each play in solo/duo/trio & quartet at least one time

to be played and recorded in a very quiet room
april 2020

Seijiro Murayama: BC-AD.

decompose or disassemble your name 'phonetically' (don't be precise too much) and
write down each sound element on a sheet or paper.
for example in your case, like: y , a, n, j, u, n, five elements.
and improvise with silence and these elements (but each sound element is separated
from the others).
you can 'articulate' (don't be precise too much) each sound element. try
loud-soft-inaudible, long-short, dirty-clean, different sound textures, nuances.
like:
nnnnnnnnnnn(long
tone).........(silence)aaaaaaa...........aa..y....................................nnnnnnnnnnn...yyy
you finish this piece by making sounds in the 'normal' order like:
yyyyyyyyy.....aaaa............nnnnnnnnnnnn.........j..........uuuuuuuu..nnnnnn
be inventive (don't think of it too much) and enjoy (even boredoms).
every mistake in every process of the realisation of the piece is ok for me if you enjoy
improvising.
for this, it is better to practice until you get certain sensation of joy. i give you a tip: if
you want to enjoy yourself with something boring, you only continue trying by
repeating this shit 'every day' (until you become happy and addicted like with
tabacco), when you recall it for some reason. it is necessary for one to recall what he
or she wants to try (or should do) at the moment of his or her own necessity (but quite
often who knows it?).
you have your own name (generally instead of you) until the end of your life if you
remember and recall it. you can practice this piece based on your name everywhere, at
any moment. this is its big advantage (for free). it would be also useful in order not to
forget your name (but it could contribute to do the opposite, attention), useful against

Alzheimer's disease (AD), before thinking of contamination of the Corona virus (BC).
instead of playing this piece with sounds, you can only read (utter) this text in your
own way as a performance (even alone. in order to get something positive).

Charles LaReau: Insomnia
A- Pour a glass of spirits or enjoy a brewed cup of tea.
B- "Free sketch" for one minute.
C- Using your phone, record from an opened window, balcony or inside your
place/wherever you may be. The length of recording is the date of recording.
D- Take one photo after recording. Mark the time of photo.
E= Fin
notes: start anytime from midnight to 3:30 am. "Free sketch"- with eyes closed.

antti tolvi: OUT (7 min) (2020)
composition for one listener

go out
play file from your smartphone speaker
(from pocket if possible)
https://anttitolvi.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/OUT.mp3
walk 3 minutes softly to some direction (walk as straight as possible)
(there's a fade in music) turn 90°
walk another 3 minutes straight
stop and enjoy the view for a moment
Thank you
Antti Tolvi
5/2020

Antti Tolvi: Pink noise

Make one mouthful of pink noise with your mouth
Thank you
Antti Tolvi
5/2020

Xu Cheng

Pillow the Pulses
Music for the processing of physical life
Xu Cheng 2019 XTS0005

Every night,
lying on your right side,
rest your right ear
on your right wrist.
Modulate the position of your hand and ear
until you hear your pulse
and the movement of your muscles.
Sleep.

Black Out
for library
Xu Cheng Mar2020 XTS0011

For anyone who reads this score,
go to the library,
and Check out a book on the history of music.
Secretly black out one of the pages.
Return it immediately.
Repeat once a year.

Le Sacre du feu
for children
Xu Cheng Mar2020 XTS0012

Record the sound of your child
burning their music textbook.
Repeat every year.

stefan thut: as two (2020)

going for a walk as two
at a distance
each one making a recording
an overlay of them

Otomo Yoshihide: Self Improvisation Music for Lip and Eardrums

Dana: Sleep in the Sonata of Moonlight Transformation

Hello, everyone. I'm a good friend of mankind
Dana（big take）
It's the one who doesn't marry
But very busy At other people's weddings
The incarnation of a China Northeast Dialect
Today, I would like to recommend to you a model that I developed
Home mysticism sound performance games
"Sleep in the sonata of moonlight transformation"
The instrument to be used has a bell A kind of A Yo Yo, a mask.
Considering that this sonata only works under the influence of moonlight
I made a video for you. Moonlight can be used as the background after projection:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/3z2t38s4s7bpqea/dana.MOV
Before playing, ask the player to apply the mask.
Put a bell on the ring finger of one hand. If you're married, you can put two on it
Put the Yo Yo on the middle finger of the other hand
Please play the video at the beginning of the performance
The original skill of holding one hand parallel to the ground to make the ball slide
"Sleep"
Until the end of the video
Note: Yo Yo, formerly known as yo yo, yo yo comes from the Philippine Tagalog,
which means "come back" or "go back". In 1500 A.D., hunting people in the
Philippines hung dried fish shells and other weights on the front end of a 20 foot rope
as hunting animals and fighting tools.
When the performer starts the sleeping skill of the Yo Yo, the hand vibrates, and the
bell of the other hand rings. The yo yo will continue to rotate after being thrown down,

and enter the sleep state. When the sleep state is about to stop, the shake of the hand
will be recovered, and the bell of the other hand will also ring. If the Yo Yo is not
recovered in a timely manner in the sleep state, it will stop rotating and move from
sleep to death.

Hiroyuki Ura: Count the Blanks (2020)
pls download this pdf file. print and cut it (follow the instruction)
http://subjam.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Hiroyuki_Ura-Count_the_Blanks.pdf

Li Zenghui: Visible Breathing, Audible Yawning

Can you pull out your phone and record it in the moment you want to yawn?!
If you can, discard the deliberateness.
On this basis, please write down the specific time.
If you are interested, bestow a subsequent deep breath.
It's in a state as if it could even be liaison or staccato.
The point is to forget or pretend not to see above text.
One more time.

Yan Yulong: Untitled

1st movement
0’00’’
open laptop lid. turn on
0’33’’
close laptop lid
2nd movement
0’00’’
open laptop lid
2’40’’
close laptop lid
3rd movement
0’00
open laptop lid
1’20’’
turn off. close laptop lid

Nicholas Bussmann: Wandering Dunes (Domestic Edition)

preparation:
print this instructions.
print also this pdf with the cards, and cut them out and put them upside down:
http://subjam.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/cardsChineseWDdomestic.pdf
clean the kitchen table.
place kitchen clock (egg timer) in the fridge.
Take your telephone and maybe laptop switch them off and put them covered with a
towel on a shelf.
switch off radio & music

the setting:
the game can be played anytime.
the early morning hours are recommended but late at night is also fine.
The game can be played alone or together.
the game:
Part I
Look at the table as if you would see a city from a plane.
Turn around to look at your covered telephone.
Look at the table as if it would have the size of a stamp and you would have the size
of a fly.
Turn around to look at your covered telephone.
Look at the table as if it would have the size of a small planet (i know, that’s a bit
tricky)
The game is called “ Build a World” and this is what you are going to do:
Go to the fridge and have a look what’s inside, think of it as shapes, colours give them
different sizes in your imagination, these are your props.
Take one prop from the fridge, place it on the table and give it a name or a function,

or both.
Say loud what you do.
Take yourself time.
Take another prop from the fridge to the table.
If you are stuck: pick a card.
If you are not alone, play a joker.
Go to the fridge and pick another prop and place it in your world.
If you feel this world is a world: it’s time for part two.
Part II
Choose a time frame for the world to develop, choose something meaning full for
your world. Maybe 2 seconds, 4000 years or a week.
Go to the fridge, take out the egg timer and set it something 3 to 7 minutes.
No time is running.
move things, rename them, shape them and give them other meaning.
If you come to a place where you would like to rest, don’t do, continue till the egg
timer rings.
voilá you are done.. go down to a late night shop and get a bottle of beer and enjoy.

Immer Frisch: Killing a fly by listening it's direction

Killing a fly by listening it's direction
08.06.2020 Leipzig

Immer Frisch: Listen to (a little bit of) bitterness

during normal times,
pay attention to
those harsh words.
It better be
pointing to yourself.
Blaming, cursing, demeaning, denigrating, insulting
ect.
Like a sound,
just listen.
01.06.20 Berlin

Immer Frisch: The right of funeral music

Everyone can
decide for themselves

To select or create.
Sound or music.
after death,
Play a Farewell.
01.06.20 Berlin

Immer Frisch: sparkling(er)

coke(r)
soda
bubbly(er) water
or effervescent tablet(er)
etc.
It's a liquid that breathes(er)
Before you drink
listen for a moment
of course
you can keep hearing until nothing(er) comes out
Ps:
From the small gap(er) in the Thermos
steam(er) escaping
listening carefully

12.05.20; Berlin

leftear: No! I don't understand!

Prepare all the masks you have;
Say it as loudly as you can: "No! I don't understand!";
Repeat this, each time, wearing a mask;
Allow plenty of time between repetitions to feel your own breath and adjust your
breath;
Listen, listen to your own voice;
Feel whether the voice become lower and lower each time, whether it gets harder and
harder for you to speak each time;
Until you run out of masks, or you find it difficult to breathe.

有人在高楼上敲锣
有人用胸口碎大石
有人和自己的身体分离
有人和自己的母语割裂
有人和自己的家人决裂
有人和自己的故土告别
有人被锁在自己的家里
有人消失在人群里
有人得了失心疯
有人无法呼吸
有人痛失所爱
有人死于心碎
有人再听不见自己的声音
有人奔跑在酒精的旷野
有人不再相信现实
有人不再抱有希望
有人咬断自己的舌头
有人变得更为沉默
有人不再说话

——2020/5/10 By L

Zhang Yiding: The Power of Hand

1, In a quiet space, which could be your bedroom, try to be quiet.
2, Find a portable recording device, like a cellphone or handy recorder..
3, Place the recording device about 1 meter away from you.
4, Start clapping, which can be very slow or very fast.
5, Stop when you feel uncomfortable or tired, press the stop button after 15 seconds to
finish the recording.

Zhang Yiding: Conversation

1, Imagine a conversation.
2, What are the prerequisites for this conversation to take place? (e.g., people, air,
water, etc.)
3, Find the possible prerequisites and write them down. It can be abstract or concrete.
4, Express these necessary conditions in the form of sound or video, regardless of
content, material, time and space.
you are welcome to send your recording to: tommyjoah@gmail.com

T.R. Kirstein & Claus Haxholm: A Territorial Score For Aggressive Listening

For one person / duration unspecified
Sit or stand in a suitable city area. Blend in. No loitering.
Listen. Direct the attention like a transmitter. An instrument.
Ultra-thin.
To attenuate the listening:
Use a recorder. No headphones.
Active listening.
Use a tonegenerator.
Choose a frequency on a low volume.
Change the frequency.
Create a frame for the listening
Don't tell anyone. This is not for everyone.

Junky: cassette

take a cassette tape. fast forward. rewind. or playback. by any means. or just pull the
tape out for 10 minutes.

Sun Wei: The shape of dreams

If the dream is the mapping of reality, through the memory of the dream, play the
dream in any way, and recording the process with the recorder. If you had a dream
last night.

Sen Wei: Daily composition

Step 1: prepare a roller type hair gluer, and then choose your time and place freely,
indoor or outdoor. Use it to stick anything, dust, hair, space, even your time, and tear
it off as a score when playing.
Step 2: prepare any daily materials that can produce sound, as well as a music stand or
a table where materials and scores can be placed. Before playing, keep quiet for a
period of time, and then start playing the notes you have collected. The number and
type of notes you see also determine the length of your playing time. You can also
decide the number and type of notes, such as If you don't want to make a sound, you
can keep quiet. At the same time, record the playing process by video or sound.

Note:
5-15 minutes for each piece
Abstract or poetic expression
Any scene with you associate

Zhang Xun: Judicial Examination

Choose one of the following "Labor Law" articles to fill in the blank:
http://subjam.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/zhang-xun_en.pdf
Read the completed article aloud.
Dialect can be used for reading aloud.
This is an open-book exam.
Please submit the recordings to: spencecheung@gmail.com and indicate the article
number in the file name.

Zhang Xun
Art practitioner, sometimes performs, sometimes not;
IT worker, sometimes codes, sometimes not.

Yuen Cheewai: Almost something

Needed:
A pencil, an eraser, two pieces of adhesive tape, a blank piece of A4 paper, a table
(preferably wooden)
Action:
Sit at your table, with the piece of paper in front of you.
Very slowly, strongly and deliberately, write your name on the piece of paper.
Listen and imagine feeling the lead of the pencil transfer the line of your name onto
the paper.
Slowly.
When done, look at what you have written. Examine its lines and textures.
Your name is done.
Now with the eraser, lightly erase it.
Erase everything. Lightly.
With the adhesive tape, stick that same piece of paper onto the table, the side with
your erased name facing up.
It is preferred for the table to be a thin wooden table so that vibrations can be easily
felt through the surface of the table.
Lay your head with one ear on the table, with your face aligned towards the paper.
With your eyes closed, and with the pencil, again, very slowly and delicately write
your name on the paper. Do not be conscious about writing it accurately.
Slowly.
Listen very closely to the sound of the pencil tracing your name on the paper, as the
vibrations transfer from your mind, to your hand, to the pencil, to the lead, to the
surface of the paper, to the wood of the table, to your ear, and back to your mind.
Do this as slowly as you could.
Once you think you have finished, open your eyes, sit up, remove the paper from the
table and look at what you have written.
Look at it carefully in silence, and observe the intersections between what was
previously written, erased and the newly written.
Take your time. Take it.

Mix the two sounds of the writing carefully in your mind.
A mind is grown to eat its own.

Yangyang Deyi: Mask

Wear a mask. It would be OK whether it’s a disposable or an N95 mask.
Hook your right thumb over the band of the right side and stretch it by pulling it
upwards with your middle finger or dragging it downwards with your thumb in order
to make the top half of the band be close to the back side of your right ear. Stretch to
make the band tight on a certain extent. Place your right index finger or middle finger
on a certain position of the band and pluck it, keeping a rhythm with your eyes closed.
Listen to the sound of the band’s vibration.
Change the force you use to pluck the band, then listen.
Change the position you pluck at, then listen.
Change the rhythm of your plucking, then listen.
Change the degree you stretch your band on, then listen.
Try to have more fingers participate in the playing and use the approaches just
mentioned above or as much as ways you can come up with, for changing the tone,
timbre, and volume of your playing. Then listen.
Have two hands play simultaneously, ditto. Then listen.

Biqing Cheng: Drums in silence

Choose a song you like, which makes you want to dance
Put on your headphones (or play it with speaker)
Listen to the drum beats
Try to dance with the drum beats
Dance as much as you hear
If you would like, take a video of your dancing. but mute the sound.

Biqing Cheng: Self Introduction

Talk to a partner, or just talk to yourself
Introduce who you are
Try to be as detailed, detailed, detailed as possible
Until there is nothing more to say

Biqing Cheng: The Book of Questions

Talk to a partner, or just talk to yourself
Keep asking, keep asking questions
But don’t answer any of them
Until there is nothing more to say

Biqing Cheng: Last Will

Make a will for yourself
Read it out
If you want to amend the will
Then read it again

